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Some of the most interesting architectural
experiments in the region since the midtwentieth century are small residential
projects. These consist primarily of singlefamily structures, but also include attached
housing units. (High-rise housing complexes will be discussed in chapter 2.) This
is not surprising. Because of the close and
often intense relationship that develops
between architect and client for those projects, as well as their small scale and private
character, they allow for a more extensive
exploration of forms, spaces, planning
arrangements, architectural details, and
materials than larger projects of a more
public nature. With the latter, there is more
at stake financially and in terms of urban
impact. Also, both architect and client usually find themselves and their project thrust
into the public sphere, as objects of public
scrutiny or at least curiosity. What these
small residential projects do not usually
engage in is extensive experimentation in
employing cutting-edge technologies. They
are too small to warrant it.
I’m told by a number of the architects
who designed the projects featured in this
chapter that they dedicated more time and
effort to them than to their larger projects.
They often became fully immersed in them
to a level they could not maintain for all
their projects. Still, they consider them defining moments in their careers and in the
evolution of their professional reputations.
They often are more intimately associated
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with those projects intellectually, professionally, and emotionally than with their
more publicly visible works.
The unique position that these projects
occupy within the region’s overall architectural landscape is linked to the gradual
appearance over the course of the twentieth century of an educated, professional,
affluent, and cosmopolitan middle class
(to which those architects usually belong).
Members of this middle-class group have
regularly commissioned local and regional
architects to design their residences. In
many ways, they have viewed these residences as primary visual symbols defining
their position and identity, both within
their Arab societies and even within a wider
global context. These commissions particularly allow them to take on the role of
architectural patrons who support agents of
creativity and the avant-garde. The results
have included some of the region’s most
interesting and engaging architectural
statements of the past few decades.
Residential works present milestones
defining the development of the region’s
modern architectural pioneers, including
Rifat Chadirji from Iraq, Rasem Badran
and Jafar Tukan from Jordan, and Pierre
El Khoury (d. 2005) from Lebanon. The
residential works presented in this chapter
provide continuity with the earlier efforts
of these architects, though not necessarily on the stylistic level, but as statements
expressing the aspirations of an emerging
21

bourgeoisie and articulating its identity.
All, except for the Helal Blue Moon Residence, are designed by architects from the
region (although they are generally Western trained), but still express considerable
methodological variety.
The theme of identity receives considerable attention in these works. This is most
obvious in the Dalaliyya houses by Wael
al-Masri of Dar al-Omran and the Summer House by Simone Kosremelli. In both,
the emphasis is on expressing a regional
architectural identity grounded in the past,
even involving an element of nostalgia. On
a different level, in the residence that Meisa
Batayneh Maani designed for her family,
the allusion to a historically defined identity is more subtle. Stones salvaged from
demolished houses were used to sheath the
walls of the residence’s main interior spine.
While the structure’s architecture clearly
asserts a modern image, a link to the past is
acknowledged through a selective incorporation of materials rather than through
architectural form.
This exploration of an identity linked
to the past through materials rather than
forms is also evident in the work of Sahel
Al Hiyari in his A-House in Yemen and Hani
Imam Hussaini in his Mushahwar and Abdulwahab houses in Jordan. Both architects
express a clear predilection for modernist
vocabularies and reject any overt references
to past architectural prototypes. However,
they clearly acknowledge a sense of place
through their use of materials. Al Hiyari
incorporates mud-brick walls in A-House,
which are common in Yemeni traditional architecture. For the Mushahwar and Abdulwahab houses, Hussaini devotes extraordinary efforts to reexamining and rethinking
the use of stone—the primary historical
building sheathing material in the Levant—
addressing issues that include craftsmanship, texture, scale, and weathering.
In the case of the Helal Blue Moon Residence, the only house in this chapter not
designed by an architect from the region,
the attempt at relating to a local identity,
or at least expressing a local specificity,
is primarily expressed through climatic
solutions. These include using massive
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overhanging roofs that protect much of
the house’s spaces from the strong Gulf
sun. Also used are aluminum screens that
visually and functionally allude to the
traditional mashrabiyya screen, which was
common in hot and arid regions of the Islamic world to filter the harsh sunlight as it
enters a building. It may be noted, however,
that this reinterpretation of the mashrabiyya, although often presented in a visually
appealing and functionally effective manner
(as is the case with this project), has been
so overused by foreign architects practicing
in the region to become almost a cliché.
Khalid Nahhas in his Abu Samra House,
Nadim Karam in his Sehnaoui House, and
Vladimir Djurovic in his landscape design
for the Elie Saab house do acknowledge,
and even celebrate, the landscapes of their
settings, i.e., the rolling oak-dotted hills
located to the west of Amman and the
memorable mountain terrains of Lebanon.
However, they deliberately avoid making
any references to the traditional architectural forms or even materials of the region.
They look elsewhere for prototypes.
Accordingly, Nahhas acknowledges in his
work the influence of his Canadian mentors
John and Patricia Patkau as well as that of
the regionalist modernist Mexican architects Luis Barragan (d. 1988) and Ricardo
Legorreta. The economical and even sparse
lines of Vladimir Djurovic’s work (as is also
the case in Sahel Al Hiyari’s work) reflect a
similar spirit as that of International Style
modernists, most notably Mies van der
Rohe. Nadim Karam, who is both a sculptor and an architect, integrates modern
abstract sculptural elements in his designs.
However, he does make a few nods in the
Sehnaoui House to the theme of an identity
linked to the past. This is evident in his reinterpretation of the traditional courtyard
as an open space defined by free-flowing
walls and by articulating one of the interior
walls with patterns inspired by the geometric lines of Arabic kufic calligraphy.
And finally, a few notes should be made
about the Housing for the Fishermen of
Tyre complex by Hashim Sarkis. This project
admittedly does not fully fit in with the
other small residential projects presented in

this catalogue. It is a low-income publichousing project intended for a sizable group
of people rather than a single affluent
client. Still, it is a notable example of this
building type, and unfortunately there is
a dire shortage of well-thought-out lowincome housing solutions in the region and
elsewhere. In this complex, Sarkis develops
a carefully crafted composition that sensitively addresses the inhabitants’ various
needs. This is evident in the emphasis on
providing privacy, natural ventilation, open

public spaces, and views, all while avoiding
the drabness, sense of cheapness, and lack
of architectural interest usually associated
with public housing. The result in some
ways is reminiscent of Hassan Fathy’s New
Gourna Village in the Egyptian countryside
from the 1940s, which aimed at elevating
the quality of housing available to a poor
rural population. Sarkis, however, unequivocally avoids using traditional vernacular
vocabularies, which Fathy so strongly
espoused.
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Maani Residence,
Amman, Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Meisa Batayneh Maani of
Maisam Architects and Engineers.
Completed in 2001.
This house was designed by Meisa Batayneh
Maani as her family residence. The 1,100 m2
structure occupies a 9,000 m2 site within
the rolling oak and olive tree–
dotted hills located to the west of Amman,
which provide commanding views extending west as far as the city of Jerusalem. The
design of the house emphasizes
integration with its natural surroundings,
and consequently is divided into relatively
small cubic masses that feature both stonesheathed and plastered surfaces.
The house’s main access involves crossing
a minimalist wooden bridge located over
a reflecting pool that leads to a spacious
terrace platform preceding the entrance.
The terrace is arranged at an angle to
the house’s main east-west axis, which is
defined by a wide 30 m passageway that
extends along the length of the house
and acts as its main spatial and planning
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element. The passageway is punctuated by
glass ceilings at certain locations to bring
in natural light. Its walls are lined with
highly textured yellowish soft stone blocks
salvaged from demolished older houses in
the nearby city of Salt, which is known for
its late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury stone architecture. The yellow
stone is contrasted with large, beige 50 cm
high bush-hammered stone courses used
to articulate the adjacent living and dining
spaces. An olive tree provides a visual terminus for this passageway axis, at the end
of which is a stair leading to a seating/office
area and viewing deck above.
The house’s more “public” spaces, which
include its reception, living, and dining
rooms, are arranged directly off the main
passageway and follow its directional axis.
A kitchen and a three-bedroom suite with
a living room pivot off at an angle from the
corridor to create an independent mass that
is linked to, but nonetheless differentiated
from, the rest of the house.

Figures 1.1.1–1.1.4. The design of the Maani residence emphasizes
integration with the surrounding hilly landscape and a differentiation between its public and private spaces. The house is primarily
arranged along a 30 m long passageway that defines a strong
east-west axis.

The Mushahwar
and Abdulwahab
Houses, Amman,
Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Hani Imam Hussaini of
Almarsam Architects and Engineers
(later merged with the Saudi Arabian firm Omrania and
Associates to become its Jordan office).
Mushahwar house was completed in 2002 and
Abdulwahab house in 2003.
These two residences present a quest by
architect Hani Imam Hussaini to explore
the constructional and visual potentials of
stone, a material that is an integral part of
both historical and contemporary building
practices in much of Jordan and the Levant.
The projects are his response to a general
dissatisfaction with the manner in which
stone currently is used in Jordan. Hussaini
feels that architects and builders often take
this building material for granted. This has
resulted in uninspired uses of stone, which
is treated and perceived as no more than a
sturdy sheathing material and a protective
skin for buildings that require little maintenance. Hussaini consequently carried out
a full-scale exploration of various issues
relating to stone, including craftsmanship,
texture, scale, and weathering. In this, he
presents continuity with the work of a small
group of Jordanian architects who devoted
considerable energies to experimenting
with this material, including Jafar Tukan
and the late Atallah Douani.
The 800 m2 Mushahwar house is located at the outer edge of the bend of an
L-shaped street, and it marks the termination of a visual axis created along one of
the sides of the L. Hussaini consequently
presents this axial termination with a tower
that is mostly sheathed in stone and that
functions as the primary defining form for
the house. The tower serves to conceal the
rooftop water tanks, which are an integral
but unsightly component of house rooftops
in Amman, where municipal water usually
is only pumped one or two days a week and
therefore needs to be stored for the rest of
the week. In addition, the tower provides
the single-story house with a substantial
mass that allows it to more effectively assert itself within a neighborhood consisting
primarily of two-story houses.
The later Abdulwahab house is a more
subtle and understated version of the
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Mushahwar house. In contrast to the
relatively prominent site that the
Mushahwar house occupies, the site of
the Abdulwahab house is barely visible
to its surroundings. The 600 m2 house
is located at the edge of a narrow cul-desac, has a street frontage of only 11 m,
and is almost totally surrounded by other
houses from all sides. Rather than attempt to force an external facade on this
house and to assert its presence along its
narrow street, the house turns inward.
Here, the garden plays a crucial role in
defining how the house appears and how
it is to be used. The house therefore takes
on an L-shaped plan that hugs a rectangular garden. The facades located along
the outer sides of the L are primarily
blank, but those located along the inner
sides of the L, those facing the garden,
include extensive floor-to-ceiling glazed
surfaces. The garden becomes an integral
part of the house. This is in contrast with
the usual four strips of unbuilt setbacks
flanking a building, which characterizes
most free-standing houses in Amman as a
result of zoning setback requirements.
Hussaini spent considerable effort
studying and documenting various historical and contemporary stone-dressing
methods used in Jordan. He shows special interest in the rough stone-dressing
technique locally known as tubzah. Because of its rough texture and relatively
high level of protrusion, it remains the
most expressive form of stone dressing. Its shapes are achieved through a
combination of splitting and chipping off
stone pieces. The use of splitting allows
the stone to retain much of its original
color, in contrast to the effects created
by extensive chiseling, which “whitens”
it. Also, the rather rough texture of the
tubzah stone allows it to weather gracefully in comparison to more smoothly
textured stones.
Hussaini also moves away from the
standard 25 cm high stone block common in Jordan and uses smaller blocks:
10 cm in the Mushahwar house and 12.5
cm in the Abdulwahab house. The stoneblock height used for the Abdulwahab

house is exactly half of the standard 25
cm high block, which allows it to be fully
integrated with Jordan’s existing construction industry standards. Hussaini’s smaller
stone blocks are closer to the dimensions of
common bricks, but display the expressive
texture of stone rather than the smoother
texture of brick. These smaller blocks
require more precise levels of craftsmanship than larger ones, and therefore they
serve to “magnify” the stone’s forms and
textures.
To bring out the expressive content of
his stonework, Hussaini contrasts the use
of stone in both houses with smoother
materials, primarily surfaces of expansive
plastered concrete and curtain-wall glass.

There also is considerable experimentation in how stone is used structurally.
While stone primarily is employed as a
material in compression, Hussaini also
“plays” with it by using it in tension. In
the Mushahwar house, he uses 5 × 20
× 120 cm slabs of stone as grillwork for
openings in the upper part of the tower
and for the outer fence. From a distance,
these stone beams appear as steel ones.
This use of stone as an element in tension also alludes to various historical
examples, ranging from the stone beams
of ancient Greek and Egyptian temples
to the window and door lintel beams of
Jordan’s vernacular architecture.
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Figures (facing page) 1.2.1–1.2.5 (Mushahwar
house) and 1.3.1–1.3.4 (Abdulwahab house). The
carefully detailed Mushahwar and Abdulwahab
houses provide two interrelated examples of
an exploration of the constructional and visual
potentials of stone as a building material. They
incorporate thin brick-sized stone courses that
require high levels of craftsmanship; use stone
not only in compression but also in tension; and
contrast the use of roughly textured stone blocks
with expansive, smoother plastered and glazed
surfaces.

Abu Samra
House, Amman,
Jordan

Designed by Jordanian architect Khalid Nahhas of
Symbiosis Designs.
Completed in 2005.
A primary feature of this house is its
use of an earth-toned plaster finish that
relates effectively to Amman’s rather dry
landscapes and bright sun. Khalid Nahhas
usually rejects using white limestone as a
building sheathing material in spite of its
prevalence in the city’s middle and upperend residential architecture. This use of
plastered surfaces, along with large glazed
windowpanes, continues a line of development that Nahhas established in his first
project in Amman, the Blue Fig Restaurant,
completed in 2000.
The relatively large house of almost 1,000
m2 is arranged along a north-south axis and
consists of two sets of cubic masses linked
by a long corridor. The arrangement results
in an unobstructed interior vista that
extends almost 25 m and leads the eye from
the main entrance, located at the house’s
southern edge, all the way to its northern
extremity. The arrangement also allows
for an extensive facade along the west that
is opened up to views of the surrounding hilly landscape dotted with oak trees.
In contrast, the design presents a rather
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blank facade along the house’s eastern side,
which faces a neighboring residential plot.
Accordingly, while the house’s long corridor
provides open vistas along its western side,
it functions as a gallery wall for the owner’s
art collection along its closed eastern side.
The house features an open plan in which
spaces flow freely. Open spaces and double
volumes therefore prevail, and doors are
kept to a minimum.
Nahhas acknowledges influences from
a number of sources on his work. These
include Mexican architects Luis Barragan
(d. 1988) and Ricardo Legorreta, both of
whom are modernists who nonetheless
have injected a regionalist character in their
architecture that emphasizes a Mexican
identity. This is evident in their emphasis
on the use of solids, color, and rough textures, as well as securing a sense of privacy
for the users of their buildings. Nahhas also
states his debt to Canadian architects John
and Patricia Patkau, who had taught him at
the University of British Columbia. Their
influence is evident, among other things, in
emphasizing the connection of the building
to the landscape, the concern for building
tectonics, the building’s strong volumetric
presence, the incorporation of color, and
the emphasis on high-quality detailing.

Figures 1.4.1–1.4.4. In contrast to the prevalent use of white sandstone as a primary
building sheathing material in the middleand upper-class neighborhoods of Amman,
Khalid Nahhas uses an earth-tone plaster
finish for this house, which is characterized
by clean lines and masses, as well as unobstructed free-flowing interior spaces.

Al-Dalaliyyah
Houses, Kuwait
City, Kuwait

Designed by the Jordanian firm Dar al-Omran, with Wael
al-Masri as lead architect.
Completed in 2003.
This complex of four courtyard houses was
built by an investor as rental properties.
He was very happy with the outcome and
consequently decided to live in one of them
and to rent the others to relatives. The
complex consists of four attached units.
Each unit occupies an average plot size
of about 500 m2 and consists of a 600 m2
two-story house with two open courtyards
and a front garden. The main courtyard
opens to the family room and living room
and is intended to take on a primary role
in the house on both the functional and
visual levels. This courtyard also may be
accessed from the main street through an
indirect, meandering passage. The smaller
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courtyard is located at the back of the house
and is flanked by the kitchen and maid’s
room. The columns in the courtyards were
salvaged from an older house built around
1915 that belonged to the investor’s family.
It was destroyed during the Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait in 1990–91.
The design of this complex follows
a “traditionalist” historicist approach.
Although many of the architects working
in the region have shown an increasing
preference for modernist vocabularies since
the 1990s, the architecture of al-Dalaliyyah
houses remains loyal to the approaches that
emerged in the region during the 1970s
and 1980s and that have emphasized the
premodern heritage of the Islamic world as
the main visual reference for contemporary
architectural production. More specifically,
this complex may be viewed as a direct
descendant of Hassan Fathy’s work, which
depended on the vernacular architecture
of the Egyptian countryside as a primary
source of inspiration. Fathy’s influence is
apparent in various elements, including
the shapes of domes, vaults, and openings,
the general massing of forms, and the use
of earth-toned plastered surfaces. As with
Fathy’s work, the architecture of the house
also shows influences of the architectural
heritage of the medieval Egyptian Mamluk
dynasty (1250–1517). This is particularly
evident in the axial shifts in the buildings’
plans that are incorporated to accommodate the site’s irregular trapezoidal shape.

Figures 1.5.1–1.5.4. The architecture of al-Dalaliyyah
Houses provides continuity with the traditionalist
historicist approaches that achieved prominence in the
region during the 1970s and 1980s and more specifically
with the work of Hassan Fathy. This approach emphasizes the premodern architectural heritage of the Islamic
world as the main visual reference for contemporary
architectural production.

Elie Saab Chalet
Garden, Faqra,
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese landscape architect Vladimir
Djurovic of Vladimir Djurovic Landscape Architecture.
Completed in 2001.
This garden, which is located in the Lebanese ski resort village of Faqra, at about
2,000 m2 above sea level, received the
2007 Professional Award of Excellence in
the Residential Design Category from the
American Society of Landscape Architects.
It was designed for the fashion designer Elie
Saab as a place of retreat, but also to accommodate social events.
The garden is linked to a chalet, both
of which occupy a site of 1,850 m2. It is
designed as a sequence of four spaces: an
entrance approach, an upper terrace, a side
garden, and a lower terrace that features
built-in seating areas and a reflecting/swimming pool.
The entrance approach part of the design
includes two large oak trees that frame
the house and create a screen to provide a
level of privacy in relation to the street. It
features a set of large solid-stone steps with
recessed lighting that lead to the chalet’s
entrance.
The upper terrace is intended to link the
chalet’s interior spaces with the exterior
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and is paved with stone units interrupted
by grooves filled with grass. It has low, wide
planters so as not to obstruct the view of
the mountains, and is used as an overflow
seating area for large social events.
The side garden also is intended to absorb
the overflow of guests, but otherwise is
designed as a small maple “forest” that
provides calm and refuge, and also screens
the house from the adjoining street.
The main part of the garden is the lower
terrace, which is dominated by two rectangular arrangements. The first is a reflecting
pool that also functions as a swimming
pool. The second is a flat terrace with
two built-in recessed seating areas, each
containing a hearth. The eye level for those
seated in the seating area is aligned with
the surface of the reflecting pool’s water,
behind which is a panoramic view of the
mountain ranges beyond.
The lighting and drainage fixtures all
are concealed and incorporated within the
design. Only the main defining lines and
surfaces are left visible. These are primarily
formed by stone and water, with the plantings only accentuating the design rather
than being its dominant feature.

Figures 1.6.1–1.6.4. The Elie Saab Chalet Garden is a meticulously detailed landscaped space characterized by expansive
stone-paved surfaces and a reflecting pool that provide a
platform for viewing the mountains beyond.

Sehnaoui House,
Mansourieh
(Mansuriyyah;
near Beirut),
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect and sculptor Nadim Karam
of Nadim Karam & Atelier Hapsitus.
Completed in 2009.
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This house occupies a commanding view of
the mountain ranges of Lebanon. Karam
describes it as a reinterpretation of the
traditional central courtyard house, where
the courtyard is transformed into a “void”
resulting from cutting a free-flowing curving form out of the house’s rectangular plan
outline that approximates the path of a
semicircle. This arrangement creates a court
space that is open on one side to the surrounding mountains. This visual openness
is continued into the interior through the
use of a floor-to-ceiling glass facade along
the path of the semicircle. Moreover, the
house opens fully to natural light, through
the expansive glass facade and through sizable skylights.
The curvature of the court strongly
influences the house’s main planning arrangement. A prominently placed freestanding stair ascends the double volume
of the entry area along a curving path. It
rises to the upper floor, where the curves
of the stair and of the glass facade visually

connect to form a continuous visual path.
The path leads to an elongated rectangular
“flying balcony” that juts out of the house’s
outline and hovers over its steeply sloping
site like a diver’s platform. The balcony is
supported on a seemingly lightweight hightech arrangement of three metal poles that
form an inverted pyramid whose pinnacle
rests on a concrete column rising out of the
sloping site. The arrangement allows the
balcony to appear as a cantilevered object
rather than one supported at its two edges.
Features of Karam’s public art work are
clearly evident in this structure. A main
interior wall is articulated with the highly
geometric patterns of kufic Arabic calligraphy. The patterns are cut out of the thickness of the wall, creating spaces that also
function as bookshelves. In contrast to the
angular geometry of the calligraphic patterns, the handrails of the stairs and “flying
balcony” incorporate curving shapes alluding to “leaves in a breeze,” thus suggesting
a feeling of playfulness common in Karam’s
public art work. This theme of “leaves in a
breeze” is continued in the articulation of
the sizable skylight located behind the curving glass facade.

Figures 1.7.1–1.7.4. The Sehnaoui House
by architect and sculptor Nadim Karam
emphasizes the full entry of light
through skylights and also through
an expansive, curving floor-to-ceiling
glass facade that opens up views to the
surrounding Lebanese mountain ranges.
The articulation of the house’s surfaces
reveals continuity with Karam’s public
artwork as they incorporate a variety
of evocative patterns that include the
angular and geometric as well as the
curvilinear and organic.

Summer House,
Bkechtine,
Lebanon

Designed by Lebanese architect Simone Kosremelli of
Simone Kosremelli Architect and Urban Planner.
Completed in 2006.
This two-story family summer house of
about 335 m2 is located in the mountains of
Lebanon, in a village situated 30 km south
of Beirut that had been abandoned during
the Lebanese civil war of 1975–90.
The design draws on the vernacular architecture of the region, as evident in the use
of a simple stone-clad rectangular shape; a
three-bay plan that incorporates a central
hall flanked by rooms on both sides; and
interior spaces covered with stone barrel
vaults.
The longitudinal axis of the house extends along an east-west axis. The south,
west, and east facades are treated in a relatively closed manner—except for the inclusion of an unroofed arcaded terrace along
the eastern part of the second floor. The
long northern facade, in contrast, reflects a
more open design. This arrangement, along
with the use of a double-height space for
the central bay, makes it easier to cool the
house during the summer months, when
it is used most heavily, and also provides
commanding views of the sloping landscape
leading down to the Mediterranean. The client decided during the construction period
that the house also would be used during
the winter months. A few changes accordingly were made to the design, such as the
addition of a small wooden mezzanine in
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the upper floor area, to where heat would
rise.
The architect emphasized the reuse
of materials for the house. This includes
materials salvaged from older houses that
were destroyed during the civil war and
ones that were torn down as a result of the
unregulated building boom that followed
the war. Recycled materials used for the
house include limestone panels and colored
concrete-terrazzo tiles for flooring, as well
as wrought iron balustrades, marble corbels, and wooden windows and doors. The
recycling ethic was extended to include the
excavation of stone located on the site for
use in the house’s barrel vaults.
The architecture of the house, which
establishes clear links to local vernacular
forms and building technique, provides
a continuation of a loosely tied process
initiated in the region by Hassan Fathy
and developed along different and independent tracks during the 1970s and 1980s
by Jordanian architects Rasem Badran
and Jafar Tukan (the latter also worked in
Lebanon for a good number of years before
moving to Jordan during the mid-1970s).
This regionalist approach reached its apogee
during the 1980s. Although it continues to
have a presence in the architectural output of the region, it has been considerably
marginalized since the 1990s as clients and
architects have embraced more globalized
vocabularies such as High-Tech architecture
and Deconstructivism.

Figures 1.8.1–1.8.4. This summer house in the
mountains of Lebanon emphasizes the legacy of traditional vernacular Lebanese architecture as evident
in the use of a three-bay plan, a simple stone-clad
rectangular shape, and barrel vaulting.

Housing for
the Fishermen
of Tyre,
Abbasiyyah,
Tyre, Lebanon
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Designed by Lebanese-American architect Hashim Sarkis of
Cambridge, Massachusetts- and Beirut-based Hashim
Sarkis, Architecture, Landscape, and Urban Design.
Completed in 2008.
Tyre is a UNESCO World Heritage coastal
city of about 175,000 people located in
southern Lebanon. Existing preservation
laws and difficult economic conditions, as
well as the instability and general difficulties caused by the fighting that has plagued
southern Lebanon over the past few
decades have had a negative impact on the
availability of affordable housing in the city.
As a result, the fishermen of Tyre formed
a housing cooperative and persuaded the
city’s archdiocese to donate a plot of 6,500
m2 located in the agricultural outskirts
of Tyre on which they could build a housing complex. They also enlisted the help
of international organizations and a local
NGO, the Association for the Development
of Rural Areas in Southern Lebanon, to support them in realizing the project.
The area in which the project is located,
although still containing a few agricultural
fields, is being overtaken by speculative construction activity that is being implemented
outside any planning regulations. Much
of the land surrounding the site has been
subdivided into small plots, and the project
site is one of the few relatively large plots
that remain intact in the area. Considering
the chaotic and unpredictable construction patterns affecting the site’s vicinity,
Hashim Sarkis developed a defensive design
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strategy that provides a strong protective
edge around its perimeter. This perimeter
also aims at introducing an organizational
framework for the surrounding streets
and newly subdivided parcels. The protective edge consists of a four-story, 7 m thick
building that wraps around the site and also
extends inside it. In addition, the design
features an internal U-shaped road and a
large open space. The street serves the units
and connects to the surrounding street network through two access points. The open
space, which functions as a public garden
and playground, includes a paved area that
covers a collective underground water tank.
In order to avoid having this protective
edge take on the character of an imposing
monolithic mass, it is broken into a series
of smaller buildings separated by gaps that
are used for public circulation.
The buildings collectively house 80
two-bedroom units, each occupying about
85 m2, with about half that area also set
aside as a private outdoor space for each
unit (gardens for the ground-floor apartments and balconies for the upper floor
ones). The apartments consist of two types:
one-story and two-story units. They are
housed in three types of buildings. The first
type only includes one-story apartments;
the second only includes two-story apartments; and the third includes both. All the
units allow for cross-views and incorporate
cross-ventilation.
The project received the Boston Society
of Architects Design Award in 2008.

Figures 1.9.1–1.9.4. The limited-income housing project for
the fishermen of Tyre provides a defensive architectural arrangement that shields the complex from the unregulated
and chaotic construction activity taking place around it. The
design also addresses issues such as providing the residents
with both public and private open spaces, extended views,
and natural ventilation.

Helal Blue Moon
Residence,
Dubai, United
Arab Emirates
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Designed by American architect Steven Ehrlich of Steven
Ehrlich Architects.
Completed in 2004.
This expansive, luxurious two-story residence occupies an area of over 3,000 m2. It
consists of a series of smaller structures,
a number of which are located under a
massive hovering, curving aluminum roof
that takes on the outline of a crescent (thus
the name Helal (hilal), which is Arabic for
“crescent”). This unifying roof cantilevers
about 10 m on each side beyond the smaller
structures, providing them with shade. The
roof is supported by stone-clad columns
that also pierce through it and take on the
additional function of mechanical exhaust
vents. The facades include expansive laced
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aluminum screens aimed at filtering the
sun. These screens are combined with large
expanses of glass surfaces and thick stone
walls.
In plan, the house is divided into three
parts: a reception area for men in the west,
a women’s area in the middle, and the family sleeping quarters in the east. A reflecting
pool surrounds the front facade and flows
indoors to help cool the interior.
Steven Ehrlich served as a Peace Corps
volunteer architect in Morocco upon completing his education in the late 1960s. He
had the opportunity to work and teach in
Morocco and in other countries in North
and West Africa. His stay in that part of the
world also allowed him to study its vernacular architecture.

Figures 1.10.1–1.10.3. The Helal Blue Moon Residence is characterized by a large, thick, curving aluminum roof that hovers over a
series of structures that make up the house. The roof cantilevers
about 10 m beyond the structures on each side, providing them
with much welcome shade from the harsh Gulf sun.

A-House,
Khawlan, Yemen

Designed by Jordanian architect Sahel Al Hiyari of Sahel Al
Hiyari and Partners.
Designed in 2005, but project remains unbuilt.
Along with the Sand Lofts apartment
complex in Kuwait, this is one of the first
projects that architect Sahel Al Hiyari was
commissioned to design outside Jordan.
The 850 m2 house is located in Khawlan,
an arid and largely undeveloped mountainous region situated about 30 km east of
the Yemeni capital, Sana’a. The client’s only
requirement regarding the design was that
it not be a tower—a typology most common in traditional residential buildings in
Yemen. Here, houses historically extended
to a height of up to nine stories, partly to
minimize the footprint of buildings and
thus conserve sparse agricultural land, and
partly for defensive purposes.
Al Hiyari developed a design that seems
to come out of science fiction. The house
takes the shape of a monolith rising out of
the surrounding stark lunar landscape. In
plan, it has a square outline. In the third
dimension, its exterior mud-brick walls rise
at an incline, embracing its various components, and creating an introverted design
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configuration that Al Hiyari describes
as being “anchored into the ground and
horizontally woven with the landscape.” The
house therefore appears from the exterior as a mastaba-like solid mass. Slits are
inserted into the mass to provide physical
and limited visual connections between the
house and the landscape beyond. Glazed
surfaces are only used inside the building
mass, along its internal courts and garden.
The main entry passage, running eastwest, subdivides the house in both plan and
section. The lower level includes a garage
and a studio, both of which are separated
from a gym, TV room, and service areas.
The entry passage also includes an exterior
stairway that ascends to the main entrance
on the upper level. The upper level contains bedrooms and the living, dining, and
kitchen areas, which are conceived within
an open plan and border the house’s internal garden.
Al Hiyari’s design seems to allude to two
unexpected references within the context of
the rugged Yemeni landscape: Mies van der
Rohe’s 1929 Barcelona Pavilion, and Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin West, begun in 1937.

Figures 1.11.1–1.11.4. A-House takes
on the shape of a mastaba rising
out of its arid surroundings. Exterior
fenestrations are done away with, and
the house garden is conceived as an
internalized space located within the
perimeter of the building mass.

